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Features:A long yoga cloth in the middle, the complete set of 3 training belts with 3 foam handles in both sides, and 4 independent hooks can be
hung in the ceiling or wall.A versatile prop great for yogis at all levelsBrings the potential for all sorts of possible uses. Restorative and supported
poses that alleviate discomfort and make poses easier may be the the most popular ways this versatile prop is employed. It will give you a
soothing massage to your back or internal organs while helping you to stretch in entirely new ways. A Simple Convenient Way to Traction the
SpineAffords numerous ways to gain relief from back pain or strain. This is achieved by simply hanging upside down and reversing the
gravitational pull on your head, neck and spine. Your muscles will relax while the spaces between your vertebrae will open. And here's an added
bonus. It feels great! Specification:Large bearing yoga swing100% Brand new.Size: about 2.5m*1.5m (98.42‘’ * 59.05‘’)Material: Polyester
TaffetaWeight: about 1200gLoad capacity: 300kgColor: Black/BluePackage Content:1 x long yoga cloth6x training belts6x foam handles4x
hooks  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
42,90 €

Discount -10,00 €

Ask a question about this product 
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Description A long yoga cloth in the middle, the complete set of 3 training belts with 3 foam handles in both sides, and 4 independent hooks can
be hung in the ceiling or wall.A versatile prop great for yogis at all levelsBrings the potential for all sorts of possible uses.Restorative and
supported poses that alleviate discomfort and make poses easier may be the the most popular ways this versatile prop is employed.It will give
you a soothing massage to your back or internal organs while helping you to stretch in entirely new ways.  

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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